Alesis Fusion OS version 1.24 operating system only for install on Fusion’s Hard Drive – there
are no ROM programs/sounds/mixes etc. only the Operating System.
The file name is Fusion_OS_v1.24.bin I created this on my Fusion 8hd.
(You can create this file yourself on your Fusion Hard Drive if you want to as long as the OS on your Fusion is
not corrupt. (See page 210 in your Fusion Reference Manual)

This file can be copied to your Fusion’s Hard Drive in the Root Directory Section by
connecting your Fusion to your computer using the Fusion’ USB port.
First make sure you have the Fusion_OS_v1.24.bin file on your computer.
With your Computer turned on and the Fusion turned on connect them using the USB cable.
On your computer locate the Fusion_OS_v1.24.bin file and select copy.
Next locate the Fusion’s Hard Drive then open it you should see the Fusion’s Volume Folder
& possibly a Clipboard Folder, don’t open them.
Now paste the Fusion_OS_v1.24.bin file to the Fusion’s Hard Drive Root directory
In the Fusion’s Hard Drive Root Directory Section, you should see the Volume Folder &
possibly a Clipboard Folder and the Fusion_OS_v1.24.bin file.
If you can see the Volume Folder & possibly a Clipboard Folder and the Fusion_OS_v1.24.bin
file on your Fusion’s Hard Drive you have completed this process and can upgrade your
Fusion’s OS (but not the ROM Sound Files) from your Fusion’s Hard Drive.
*****************************************************************************
Once the Fusion_OS_v1.24.bin file is on your Fusion Hard Drive you can upgrade the Fusion’s
OS from your Fusion Hard Drive with the Fusion turned on.
Press Global, Select System, Select Upgrade, Select Hard Drive, Select Load, Select OK
After the OS is loaded follow the instructions on the screen which tell you to turn the Fusion
Off wait a few minutes then turn it back on.

*****************************************************************************
This information is for your use and you accept all responsibility for any outcome if you
choose to do this.
*****************************************************************************

